Effects of the Voice over Internet Protocol on Perturbation Analysis of Normal and Pathological Phonation
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Abstract

Objective: In this study, a Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) communication based on G.729 protocol was simulated to determine the effects of this system on acoustic perturbation parameters of normal and pathological voice signals. Patients and Methods: Fifty recordings of normal voice and 48 recordings of pathological voice affected by laryngeal paralysis were transmitted through a VoIP communication system. The acoustic analysis programs of CSpeech and MDVP were used to determine the percent jitter and percent shimmer from the voice samples before and after VoIP transmission. The effects of three frequently used audio compression protocols (MP3, WMA, and FLAC) on the perturbation measures were also studied. Results: It was found that VoIP transmission disrupts the waveform and increases the percent jitter and percent shimmer of voice samples. However, after VoIP transmission, significant discrimination between normal and pathological voices affected by laryngeal paralysis was still possible. It was found that the lossless compression method FLAC does not exert any influence on the perturbation measures. The lossy compression methods MP3 and WMA increase percent jitter and percent shimmer values.

Conclusion: This study validates the feasibility of these transmission and compression protocols in developing remote voice signal data collection and assessment systems.

Introduction

Acoustic perturbation measures, such as jitter and shimmer, describe the frequency and amplitude perturbation characteristics of voices. These parameters have been applied to noninvasively and objectively assess laryngeal function and voice quality since the 1960s [1, 2]. Numerous studies have shown that the acoustic perturbation measures can reflect the internal functioning of the voice production system [1–15], and it has been reported that acoustic measures have accuracies of over 90% for detecting vocal pathologies [16]. Therefore, these measures provide an important method for noninvasive discrimination between normal voice and pathological voice. Moreover, because the voice signal can be noninvasively recorded and easily transferred across extended geographic distances, acoustic perturbation analysis could potentially be applied for the assessment of voice disorders in remote regions.
The high quality of the voice signal is an important precondition to ensure the accuracy of voice perturbation analysis [17], and consequently, the assessment of that voice. The quality of the voice signal and the accuracy of subsequent perturbation analysis can be affected by various factors when the signal is recorded, stored and transferred. It has been found that jitter and shimmer are sensitive to variations in microphone type and placement [18, 19], sampling rate or signal length [20], noise [21], extraction algorithms [22], and analysis systems [23, 24]. The errors introduced by these factors affect the perturbation values, which directly affects the accuracy of assessment regarding laryngeal pathologies. For example, an increase of 1% in percent jitter is likely to lead to the conclusion by a speech-language pathologist that the perturbation value does not fall within the normal range [6].

Today, Internet development and the proliferation of Internet Protocol (IP) telephones make the transmission of voice signal data increasingly more convenient and accessible, which creates the potential to meet the needs of medically underserved populations in remote regions. However, for long-distance voice communication systems, audio compression is often used to achieve a low bit rate in the digital representation of the original audio signal with minimum perceivable loss of quality. The compressed audio files are obviously smaller than the WAV file, so these formats are not only popularly used for network real-time transfer, but also for the audio data store and share. Most of the digital recorders also store the audio file in compression formats, e.g., Free Lossless Audio Codec (FLAC), MPEG-1 Audio Layer 3 (MP3, ISO 11172–3) and Windows Media Audio (WMA, Microsoft). Audio compression, referring to an audio encoding technique, is usually employed for efficient transmission and storage of voice signal data [25]. These techniques typically achieve far greater file compression by discarding data considered to be less critical, such as high-frequency sounds, or sounds that occur simultaneously with other louder sounds [26]. After a voice signal is compressed, the information in the original data that was discarded during compression cannot be completely recovered. Therefore, this kind of compression is referred to as lossy compression. We anticipate that in a remote acoustic perturbation analysis system, the lossy compression protocol could be a new factor influencing voice quality and voice perturbation measurements. Therefore, before a network-based acoustic analysis system or compressed audio data can be used for practical clinical applications, an investigation of the effects of the Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) and compression on voice perturbation analysis is necessary.

In this study, we examined the potential influence of compression protocols over VoIP systems on voice perturbation parameters. A specific protocol for human voice, G.729 [27], is an International Telecommunication Union (ITU) standard speech data compression algorithm that compresses voice audio at 8 kb/s. This protocol encodes speech in a high-quality form using a relatively low bit rate. It is one of the most frequently used protocols for speech transmission over IP; therefore, the voice signal transmission through VoIP used in this study was based on G.729. In our computer simulation, a sender and a receiver of an IP communication system were simulated by an encoder and a decoder based on G.729. Percent jitter and percent shimmer were measured in the voice signals before and after transmission over IP by using C-Speech [28] and MDVP [29]. SigmaPlot 3.0 and Sigma-Stat 2.0 (Jandel Scientific, San Jose, Calif., USA) were used to statistically compare perturbation measurement results. In addition, MP3, WMA, and FLAC are three of the most popular forms of music compression and storage for Internet transmission. The potential effects of these codecs on the perturbation analyses of voice signals were also examined in this study.

**Patients and Methods**

**Subject Voice Data**

The voice data analyzed in this study were obtained from the Disordered Voice Database, model 4337, version 1.03 (Kay Elemetrics Corp., Lincoln Park, N.J., USA), developed by the Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infirmary Voice and Speech Lab. The sample included 50 normal voice recordings from people with healthy laryngeal systems and 48 pathological voice recordings from patients with laryngeal paralysis.

The voice data contained in the Disorder Voice Database are the sustained vowel /a/. Voice recordings were made in a sound-proof booth on a DAT recorder in mono channel at a sampling rate of \( f_s = 50,000 \) Hz (Kay Elemetrics Corp.). Recordings were made in PCM format with a bit rate of 16. All of the voice recordings used in this study were resampled at \( f_s = 44,100 \) Hz using GoldWave software (version 5.23) (Goldwave Inc., St. John’s, Nfld., Canada) to mimic the most widely used sampling rate present on the Internet. The original voice samples and the transmitted voice samples are subsequently referred to as the resampled recordings in this study.

**Simulation of VoIP Telecommunication Based on G.729**

The G.729 protocol is an 8-kb/s Conjugate-Structure Algebraic-Code-Excited Linear Prediction speech compression algorithm approved by ITU Telecommunication Standardization Sector (ITU-T) [27]. It is the most regularly used compression
method in VoIP applications because of its low bandwidth requirement. An encoder and a decoder based on the G.729 protocol were used to simulate the sender and receiver of a VoIP system. Voice samples with 16 bit sample size, 44,100 Hz sampling rate, and PCM format were entered into the G.729 encoder and converted to an 8-kb/s compressed data stream. Then, the compressed binary data stream was sent to the receiver and decoded to a 16-bit, 44,100-Hz sampled Wave (WAV) file. Figure 1 presents a diagram of the simulated VoIP communication system. In this study, the encoder and decoder were programmed in the Microsoft C++ Language from G.729 (ITU-T G.729).

Voice Compression with MP3, WMA, and FLAC

The MP3 protocol is an International Organization for Standardization and International Electrotechnical Commission (ISO/IEC) standard released in 1991 as a means of lossy audio compression. This format is currently the most common way to store a single audio segment because the file can be easily organized and transferred between computers or other digital devices, such as MP3 players. This audio coding, commonly referred to as Perceptual Coding, compresses the audio data by reducing the accuracy of certain parts of sound deemed to be beyond the auditory resolution ability of most people [30]. In this study, voice data with 16 bit sample size and 44,100 kHz sampling ratio were compressed by the MP3 encoder (LAME, version 3.97) with a bit ratio of 128 kb/s and saved as MP3 files in the computer. Usually, these MP3 files are about 1/10th the size of the uncompressed WAV file from the original audio source.

WMA is another type of popular audio encoder. This audio encoder is also based on the study of psychoacoustics, which may discard imperceptible audio signals during the compression process. Therefore, WMA is a lossy audio encoder which could result in the irreversible loss of audio quality and may introduce undesired compression artifacts not present in the source material. In this study, the WMA encoder (GoldWave V.5.23) was used to compress voice data with 16 bit sample size and 44,100 kHz sampling ratio to WMA files with a bit ratio of 128 kb/s.

FLAC has been recognized as the fastest and most widely supported lossless audio codec. FLAC is a lossless audio codec, which means that audio is compressed by FLAC without removing any information from the audio stream. FLAC can typically reduce the size of the audio stream to between 40 and 50% of the original signal. In this study, a 16-bit mono channel FLAC encoder (GoldWave V.5.23) was used to encode the original voice signals into FLAC files and to decode FLAC signals back to PCM signed 16-bit mono channel WAV signals.

Perturbation Measurements

Two perturbation measures, percent jitter and percent shimmer, were analyzed in this study. (1) Percent jitter is a cycle-to-cycle frequency perturbation measure, defined as

\[
\text{Jitter} (%) = \left[ \frac{1/(K - 1) \sum_{i=1}^{K-1} T_i^{(i)} - T_i^{(i+1)}}{1/K \sum_{i=1}^{K} T_i^{(i)}} \right]
\]  

(1)

(2) Percent shimmer is a cycle-to-cycle amplitude perturbation measure, defined as

\[
\text{Shimmer} (%) = \left[ \frac{1/(K - 1) \sum_{i=1}^{K-1} A_i^{(i)} - A_i^{(i+1)}}{1/K \sum_{i=1}^{K} A_i^{(i)}} \right]
\]  

(2)

In equations 1 and 2, K is the number of pitch periods, \( T_i^{(i)} \) and \( A_i^{(i)} \) are the extracted pitch period and the peak-to-peak amplitude of a voice signal, respectively.

MDVP and CSpeech are two popular programs for speech analysis in clinics. Both of them have the ability to estimate jitter and shimmer from normal/pathological voice signals. However, the two programs use different algorithms to estimate these parameters. The difference in algorithm may cause slight differences between their respective calculated results. Therefore, in this study, MDVP and CSpeech software were both used to estimate the perturbation measurements of the voice signal. The percent jitter and the percent shimmer calculated by the two programs use different algorithms to estimate these parameters.

Procedure and Statistical Analysis

Fifty normal voice recordings and 48 pathological voice recordings were transferred through the simulated VoIP telecommunication system. The measurements of percent jitter and percent shimmer were extracted from both the original voice signal before transmission and from the voice signals recovered at the receiver side using both MDVP and CSpeech software. The Mann-Whitney rank sum test was employed, using percent jitter and shimmer as dependent variables and the subject groups (normal voice before transmission, pathological voice before transmission, normal voice after transmission, pathological voice after transmission) as independent variables. SigmaStat 2.0 (Jandel Scientific) software was used for statistical analysis.

Similar procedures were also used to study the effects of MP3, WMA, and FLAC compression on the perturbation measurements. The percent jitter and percent shimmer of 50 original normal voice recordings and 48 original pathologic voice recordings were estimated two separate times by using MDVP and CSpeech.
Then, the original recordings were compressed using the MP3, WMA, and FLAC encoders, respectively. However, because MDVP and CSpeech cannot directly analyze a voice signal in MP3, WMA, or FLAC formats, we converted these files to a WAV format before analysis.

**Results and Discussion**

Figure 2 compares an original waveform (fig. 2a) with the same waveforms after VoIP transmission and audio compression (fig. 2b–e). The waveform of the voice after FLAC compression (fig. 2e) is identical to the original one. This is because FLAC is a lossless compression method, and the compressed FLAC file contains all of the information that is contained in the original audio signal. The difference between the original and WMA compressed signals (fig. 2d) is very small; we calculated difference series by subtracting WMA compressed signal from the original signal. To quantitatively measure the disruption of the WMA compression on the voice signal, the standard deviation of this difference series was calculated. It is only $3.54 \times 10^{-3}$, which is much smaller than the amplitude of the original signal. There also exists a difference between the original and MP3 compressed signals (fig. 2c). Figures 2c, d coincide in that MP3 and WMA are lossy compression methods. In addition, the waveform of the voice signal after transmission through a VoIP communication system is presented in figure 2b. The VoIP transmission based on the G.729 protocol significantly disturbs the waveform of the voice signal. Moreover, in comparison with the original signal, the waveform shows a time delay after VoIP transmission. This is because the G.729 protocol is based on the Code-Excited Linear Prediction model, in which each 80-bit frame produced contains linear prediction coefficients, excitation code book indices, and gain parameters that are used by the decoder in order to reproduce speech. The protocol requires 10-ms input frames and generates frames of 80 bits in length. With the G.729 processing signals in 10-ms frames and 5-ms look-ahead, the total algorithmic delay is 15 ms.

The above result shows that the VoIP transmission or lossy compression could disturb the waveform of the voice signal. This suggests that perturbation measures obtained from these disturbed voice signals may be different from the original signals. To study the effects of the voice transmission and compression on perturbation measures, CSpeech and MDVP software were used to analyze the voice signals.

**Fig. 2.** The waveform of a normal voice signal. a Waveform of the original normal voice signal. b Waveform after G.729 VoIP transmission. c Waveform after MP3 compression encoding. d Waveform after WMA compression encoding. e Waveform after FLAC encoding.

Figures 3 and 4 present the perturbation measures estimated by CSpeech and MDVP, respectively, where the first column and the second column correspond to the results of the normal voice and the pathological voice, respectively. Tables 1 and 2 illustrate the mean values of percent jitter and percent shimmer. The transmission by VoIP and compression MP3 and WMA change the perturbation values of voice signals compared to the original signals.
**Original Voice**

For normal voice data, both percent jitter (0.236% for CSpeech; 0.590% for MDVP) and percent shimmer (1.571% for CSpeech; 2.199% for MDVP) values of the original signals are low. However, for the pathological voice data, the percent jitter (1.197% for CSpeech; 2.703% for MDVP) and the percent shimmer (7.445% for CSpeech; 8.898% for MDVP) values are significantly higher than the corresponding values of the normal voice ($p \leq 0.001$).

In addition, we may also notice that the perturbation parameters estimated by MDVP and CSpeech are different. This is because different algorithms are used in analysis by different programs. Therefore, the influence of VoIP on the perturbation parameters estimated by the two programs was investigated in this study.

**VoIP Transmission Based on G.729 Protocol**

After transmission through a VoIP system, the percent jitter values of the normal voice and the pathological voice are both increased (tables 1, 2). Percent jitter values of the normal voice after transmission are significantly greater than those of the normal voice before transmission ($p \leq 0.001$ for both CSpeech and MDVP). Moreover, this same pattern of results is observed in the percent jitter values after MP3 compression encoding, signals after WMA compression encoding, and signals after FLAC encoding. The line inside the box marks the median, whiskers show 10th and 90th percentiles, and the dots are the outlying points.

---

**Fig. 3.** The distributions of a percent jitter for normal voice signals, b percent shimmer for normal voice signals, c percent jitter for pathological voice signals, and d percent shimmer for pathological voice signals as estimated by CSpeech. Distributions are shown for original signals, signals after G.729 VoIP transmission, signals after MP3 compression encoding, signals after WMA compression encoding, and signals after FLAC encoding. The line inside the box marks the median, whiskers show 10th and 90th percentiles, and the dots are the outlying points.
ter values of the pathological voice after the signal is transmitted by VoIP \((p \leq 0.001\) for both CSpeech and MDVP).

Similarly, the percent shimmer values of the normal and pathological voices are increased after the VoIP transmission based on G.729 protocol. Percent shimmer values of both normal and pathological voices are significantly greater after transmission than those values before transmission \((p \leq 0.001)\). Moreover, the effect of the VoIP on the percent shimmer values is relatively greater than that on the percent jitter values. After transmission, the percent jitter is increased 2.32 times according to CSpeech and 1.88 times according to MDVP, respectively. However, the percent shimmer is increased 3.31 times according to CSpeech and 2.59 times according to MDVP, respectively.

In addition, it should be noted that after VoIP transmission, the perturbation measures of the pathological voice are still significantly higher than those of the normal voice \((p \leq 0.001)\). Though these results suggest that VoIP transmission could influence the values of jitter and shimmer, voice signals after VoIP transmission may be used for distinguishing the normal voice from the voice of patients with laryngeal paralysis through the compar-
ison of relative, rather than absolute, values for the acoustic parameters of jitter and shimmer.

**MP3 Compression**

In applying MDVP to the voice signals compressed by the MP3 encoder, it is found that the changes in the percent jitter and shimmer values are very small. In fact, the Mann-Whitney rank sum test confirms that for percent jitter and the percent shimmer, there is not a statistically significant difference between the original pathological voice signals and the MP3-compressed voice signals ($p = 0.626$ and $p = 0.321$, respectively). Moreover, after MP3 compression, the perturbation measures of the pathological voice are significantly higher than those of the normal voice ($p < 0.001$).

However, after applying CSpeech on the same voice signals after MP3 compression, the obtained results are different from those estimated by MDVP. The jitter and shimmer values after compression are significantly greater than those before compression ($p < 0.001$). This significant change could be related to the internal algorithm of MP3 and CSpeech. MP3 compression is based on the study of psychoacoustics. This audio coding compresses the audio data by reducing the accuracy of certain parts of sound deemed to be beyond the auditory resolution ability of most people. Therefore, imperceptible audio signals could be discarded during the compression process, which could result in the irreversible loss of audio quality and may introduce significant increases in jitter and shimmer. Furthermore, after MP3 compression, no significant difference can be found between the normal and the pathological groups for jitter and shimmer values ($p = 0.842$ and $p = 0.779$, respectively).

These analysis results indicate that the MP3-compressed voice signal may be used for distinguishing the normal voice from the voice of patients with laryngeal paralysis through the comparison of acoustic parameters which are estimated by MDVP; however, the perturbation measures estimated from the MP3 voice signal by CSpeech may not be appropriate for making this distinction.

**WMA Compression**

The increases of jitter and shimmer values induced by WMA compression are lower than those induced by MP3 compression. In contrast to MP3 compression, the percent jitter and shimmer values estimated by CSpeech are similar to those estimated by MDVP (tables 1, 2). Percent jitter and percent shimmer values after WMA compression are not significantly different from those before
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Compression. However, after WMA compression, the perturbation measures of the pathological voice are still significantly higher than those of the normal voice ($p \leq 0.001$).

These analysis results suggest that the WMA-compressed voice signal may be used for distinguishing the normal voice from the voice of patients with laryngeal paralysis through the comparison of percent jitter and shimmer, which are estimated by MDVP or CSpeech.

**FLAC Compression**

Perturbation analysis was also applied to the voice signal after FLAC compression. FLAC uses a four-stage method to compress audio: (1) The blocking stage divides the audio signal into blocks of a specified size. (2) The interchannel decorrelation stage is performed to remove redundancy in the stereo signals' left and right channels. (3) The prediction stage calculates the way in which each block could be most closely modeled by using linear prediction and run-length encoding; the prediction requires less memory to store than does the original signal. (4) Finally, the difference between the predicted and the original signals is compressed using Rice coding. Because the residual signal is stored, FLAC preserves the exact original signal and reduces the file size. Because FLAC is a lossless compression algorithm, perturbation measures are not influenced by this compression algorithm. The values for percent jitter and percent shimmer of the voice after compression are identical to those values prior to compression.

**Conclusion**

In summary, the lossless audio compression method FLAC does not exert any influence on the perturbation measures. However, after the application of the lossy compression protocol MP3, perturbation measures of the output voice signals estimated by CSpeech are significantly different from those measures before compression. Additionally, discrimination between the normal and pathological voice recordings from patients with laryngeal paralysis is impossible. The VoIP transmission and the lossy compression protocol WMA also disrupt the waveform of the voice samples and increase the percent jitter and shimmer of voice samples. However, significant discrimination between the normal and pathological voice recordings from patients with laryngeal paralysis is still possible. Therefore, the VoIP communication system based on the G.729 protocol has the potential to be used as an appropriate telecommunications system for clinical application in the remote assessment of laryngeal disorders due to paralysis.

In the current study, we chose two groups of typical voice data to examine the influence of VoIP transmission and different audio compression protocols on the acoustic parameters of jitter and shimmer in voice signals. One group included normal voice recordings; another group included pathological voice recordings from patients with laryngeal paralysis. However, as a primary study, we chose to exclude other possible voice types and laryngeal diseases, such as hoarse voice and breathy voice. This is a limitation of the current study. We found that VoIP transmission and lossy audio compression will change the values of jitter and shimmer compared to those measured in the original voice signal. Therefore, the critical values of these acoustic parameters necessary for the discrimination between normal and pathological voices should be modified for the voice signal after transmission or compression. Further studies are necessary to examine the effects of digital transmission and compression on perturbation analysis for more general pathological situations.
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